PUBLIC CONSULTATION MINUTES
Sub-project title “Re-equipment of the building of the former workshop for the production
of curbstone, paving slabs and hollow bricks”
1. Date: 21/09/2017
2. Location: The main academic building of S. Toraighyrov Pavlodar State University,
Pavlodar, 64, Lomov St., auditorium A2
3. Public hearings are organized (by whom): LLP “EcostroyNII-PV”
4. Information on the conduct of public hearings was brought to the attention of the public
by: the announcement posted on the official web-site of S. Toraighyrov Pavlodar State
University from 31.08.2017
http://psu.kz/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7180&Itemid=277&lang=eng
5. Participated:
- Representatives of the state bodies;
- Representatives of industrial enterprises of Pavlodar;
- Representatives of the public and environmental authorities;
- Media representatives;
- Residents of the city of Pavlodar.
Registration list of participants is presented in Annex 1 to this Protocol.
6. Agenda of public hearings: The discussion on the assessment of environmental impact
(EIA) for the project entitled “Re-equipment of the building of the former workshop for the
production of curbstone, paving slabs and hollow bricks”
Regulations:
1) Open the public consultation;
2) Election of Chairman, Secretary of the consultations;
3) Report on the project “Re-equipment of the building of the former workshop for the
production of curbstone, paving slabs and hollow bricks” (Bogomolov A.V., Varlamova I. L.)
4) Discussion of project materials
5) Closure of public consultation
The presentation time is 15 minutes.
Discussion is 15 minutes.
7. Speakers:
Esmagambetov D.B. – acting Deputy head of the Department of subsoil management of
the State institution “Management of subsoil use, environment and water resources of Pavlodar
region” welcomed the participants of the public hearings, announced the agenda, regulations
(presentation 15 min, discussion 15 minutes), presented the staff of LLP "Ecostroy NII-PV".
He also suggested appointing a chairman and secretary of public hearings. By a general
vote Bogomolov A.V. was elected as the chairman of the hearings, D.K. Maussymbayeva - the
secretary.
Technical Director of LLP “EcostroyNII-PV”Bogomolov A.V. - Chairman of public
hearings, welcomed the participants, gave opening remarks and announced the opening of public
hearings. Read a report on the project “Re-equipment of the building of the former workshop for
the production of curbstone, paving slabs and hollow bricks” (the report attached, Appendix 2).

Environmental engineer of LLP “Avangard”Varlamova I. L. with the plan of
management for environmental protection project “Re-equipment of the building of the former
workshop for the production of curbstone, paving slabs and hollow bricks” (the report attached,
Appendix 2).
Upon completion of the report, the chairman of the public hearings Bogomolov A.V. gave
the floor to the audience for questions and comments on the project of environmental impact
assessment.
8. Questions, suggestions and comments from members of the public:
Question №1 Esmagambetov D.B., acting Deputy head of the Department of subsoil
management of the State institution “Management of subsoil use, environment and water
resources of Pavlodar region”:
What will be the amount of investment for the construction of the entire facility?
Question №2 Kulbayev A.B. resident of Pavlodar
Will the planned production have sources of radiation pollution?
Question №3 Abisheva G.E. engineer of LLP KazStroy Project-PV
Is it planned to remove the fertile soil when concreting the shopfloor?
9. Speaker's answer to questions, suggestions and comments:
The answer to question №1 Bogomolov A.V.:
Construction of the object is not provided, since the building already exists. In fact, the
building has not been used for several years, so at present,medium, in some places, cosmetic
repairs to restore its suitability for operation is carried out.
Answer to question №2 Bogomolov A.V.:
In the area natural and man-made sources of radiation contamination are absent. In
addition, the reconstruction of the former workshop does not involve the installation of
equipment that can be a source of radiation.
Changes in physical impact from the operation of the facility, in relation to the existing
situation, are not expected.
Answer to question №3: Bogomolov AV
The land has been developed earlier. Measures to remove the soil-fertile layer are not
planned.
10. Main conclusions from the discussion:
Having heard and discussed the speeches, the participants of the public hearings came to
the following conclusions:
1. To consider the hearings on the compliance with the project on environmental impact
assessment, in order to obtain an environmental expert opinion has been accomplished.
2. Within 5 working days the protocol will be prepared and published on the Internet
resource of LLP “EcostroyNII-PV”.
3. Comments and proposals will be received within 7 calendar days by e-mail of LLP
“EcostroyNII-PV”, and then the protocol will be submitted to the PMU ISCB.
4. To approve the materials on the environmental impact assessment project. To recognize
the working project “Re-equipment of the building of the former workshop for the production of
curbstone, paving slabs and hollow bricks” corresponding to the requirements of the current
legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
5. Based on the results of the voting, public hearings are considered valid.
Chairman of public hearings: ________________ A.V. Bogomolov
Secretary of public hearings: ________________ D.K. Maussymbayeva
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List of participants of public hearings on the discussion of environmental impact
assessment (EIA) to the project “Re-equipment of the building of the former workshop for
the production of curbstone, paving slabs and hollow bricks”
№

Surname, first name, patronymic,

Official capacity

signature

1. Ghakeeva Gaziza Askarbekovna

LLP “Agentstvo Ai-Kz”
appraiser

signature

2. Sharipova Saltanat Erkinovna

Engineer programmer

signature

3. Suleimenova Zhanar Koblanovna

Specialist v.u.k.

signature

4. Aryngazin K. Sh.

LLP “EcostroyNII PV”

signature

5. Bogomolov Alexey Vitalyevich

LLP “EcostroyNII PV”

signature

6. Tleulesov Askar Karimzhanovich

LLP “EcostroyNII PV”

signature

7. Aldungarova A.K.

LLP “EcostroyNII PV”

signature

8. Maussymbayeva Diana Kairatovna

LLP “EcostroyNII PV”

signature

9. Abilmanova Sh.K.

Resident of city

signature

10. Abisheva G.E.

LLP “KazStroyProject- signature
PV”

11. Vainorgote V.V.

Ekibastuz,
LLP signature
“Prommashkomplekt”

12. Dairov T.T.

PF LLP “KSP Steel”

signature

13. Torpisheva Rufina

Mass media

signature

14. Dildibayev Dias

“KSP Steel”

signature

15. Esmagambetov Daulet Bekbatyrovich

17. Musakhan Kymbat Amangeldykyzy

State
institution signature
“Management of subsoil
use, environment and
water resources”
State
institution signature
“Management of subsoil
use, environment and
water resources”
LLP “Casting”
signature

18. Sarmanov Kairat Mergenovich

LLP “Dalmond”

19. Bykov Petr Olegovich

21. Tugumbayev Damir Amerzhanovich

S.
Toraighyrov signature
Pavlodar
State
University
The Republican State signature
Institution
“Pavlodar
Territorial Inspection”
LLP “DSK TemirTas”
signature

22. Smatayeva Rauan Dostykkyzy

Resident of Pavlodar

signature

23. Kerimbayev Marat Gazizovich

LLP “EcostroyNII PV”

signature

24. Ruchkina Anastasia Valerievna

IP “LotosPV”

signature

Damilya IP “LotosPV”

signature

26. Baigametova Dinara Sielkanovna

IP “LotosPV”

signature

27. Kulbayev Azamat Beisenbekovich

Resident of Pavlodar

signature

28. Kerimbayev Ramazan Gazizivich

LLP BC “Atamura”

signature

16. Beshenbayev Talgat Zhumabekovich

20. Nygmanov Rizat Tlekovich

25. Tagibergenova
Baurzhanovna

29.

Chairman of public hearings: (signature) A.V. Bogomolov
Secretary of public hearings: (signature) D.K. Maussymbayeva

signature

Сontinuation
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List of participants of public hearings on the discussion of environmental impact
assessment (EIA) to the project «Re-equipment of the building of the former workshop for
the production of curbstone, paving slabs and hollow bricks»
№

Surname, first name, patronymic,

Official capacity

signature

1. Aligoshina Dina

Citizen

signature

2. Arynova Shinar

Citizen

signature

3. Roev Sergey

Citizen

signature

4. Alibekova Kamilla

Citizen

signature

5. Ibragimova Adina

Citizen

signature

6. Kornienko Maria

Citizen

signature

7. Temerbaeva Shanna

Citizen

signature

8. Kudiarbekova Gulmira

Citizen

signature

9. Akimtaeva Asem

Citizen

signature

10. Tuleubaev Bahriden

Citizen

signature

11. Iskakova Arna

Citizen

signature

12. Dubinetc Natalia

Citizen

signature

13. Aimuhanov Sapargali

Citizen

signature

14. Beysembaev Murat

Citizen

signature

15. Ukrainian Vitaly

Citizen

signature

16. Agibaeva Aliya

Citizen

signature

17. Useinova Dana

Citizen

signature

18. Abitov Aidana

Citizen

signature

19. Suleimen Raushan

Citizen

signature

20. Zaitseva Marina

Citizen

signature

21. Giuchaya Tat’yana

Citizen

signature

Chairman of public hearings: (signature) A.V. Bogomolov
Secretary of public hearings: (signature) D.K. Maussymbayeva
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Speech (report) ofBogomolovAlexei Vitalievich, Technical Director of LLP “EcostroyNIIPV”:
Working project: “Re-equipment of the building of the former workshop for the production of
curbstone, paving slabs and hollow bricks” (ppt)
Speech (report) of Environmental Engineer LLP “Avangard”, Varlamova Irina
Leonodovna:
Environmental management plan for the project “Re-equipment of the building of the former
workshop for the production of curbstone, paving slabs and hollow bricks”(ppt)

